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PROBLEM:  What do I do what a revenue stream stagnates?
Things started out well and they just got better from there. But, you’ve hit a point 
where you’re sales aren’t going up any more, or worse, they’re going down? If 
you’ve already tried the obvious fixes it and aren’t getting anywhere, consider 
playing around with repackaging your product.

1
Take a Look at Your Assets
Examine what you already have. Your customers are coming to you for something 
much for general than your specific goods or services. In the case of Goddess Visions, 
we decided to repurpose the artwork images that were already being used for prints. 
For Float On, we added on membership packages instead of just one-off floats. 
We actually like this strategy a lot at CAKE- we even took a business plan we had 
written for our own investment purposes and turned it into a template product for 
other businesses. What can you repurpose?

3
Ask Before You Act

4
Don’t Be Afraid to Start Small
 • You don’t need to reinvent the wheel. A new offer can be as simple as a quick 
update to your website and some fliers.

 • You don’t need a big launch. Small, but steady sales are better. Your old sales 
haven’t stopped, so everything from this new project is icing on the cake.

2
Using Your Existing Audience
Just like you already have assets to repackage, you also already have an audience 
to market to: your pre-existing fans and customers. If you don’t already have a list, 
start consolidating your customer information and get ready to reach out to them.

There’s no point in choosing something, blindly building it, and  releasing it to the fates in 
one large push. Start with a little customer development: ask your mailing list or facebook 
fans what they think of your new idea. Revise and repeat accordingly.

Don’t stop there either- stay in contact and show the project in all stages of it’s progres-
sion. This not only builds natural interest (and sales), it also gives consistent feedback.
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CAKE TIP: List out your customers and segment them. Previous repeat customers 
should get more attention. This is a good excuse to organize your audience.


